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1. Introduction
The aim of this study is to describe the oath formulas that have been 

used by the Jews in Egypt, versus the formulas used by Muslims and Christians 
(mostly Copts). The formulas have been collected through intensive work with 
informants.

Egyptian Jews speak a distinctive Arabic dialect,2 differing in a number 
of respects from the Arabic spoken by Muslims and Christians. Until recently 
the Arabic spoken by the Jews of Egypt in the twentieth century was thought to 
have differed very little from that spoken by non-Jews. In a preliminary study 
of the Arabic of the Jews of Cairo, Blanc (1974: 207) was careful not to label 
the linguistic variety he was describing as “Jewish Cairene”. He was, however, 
the one who laid the foundations for a description of modern spoken Egyptian 
Judeo-Arabic3. Beyond his pioneering articles, though, the spoken dialect of the 
Jews of Egypt has received scant attention, and extremely little has been written 
on the basis of data collected from Jewish speakers of Egyptian Arabic. Through 

longer alive) with whom I have been working intensively in the last years, to the many Christian



my continuous and intensive work with a large number of Jewish informants, it 
appeared that the Jews of Egypt share a variety that contains distinct common 
elements - in phonology, morphology, and particularly vocabulary - which are 
not to be found in the dialects spoken by non-Jews. That variety may thus rightly 
be called Egyptian Judeo-Arabic (EJA). As for phonology and morphology, the 
unique features of this EJA speech are constant, irrespective of the circumstances 
of communication. The distinctive lexical features, on the other hand, usually 
appear only in communications among Jews.

Most of the EJA oath formulas described below contain Hebrew lexical 
elements that are known to Jews only (only non-Jews who had close contact with 

they are, therefore, not understood by Muslim and Christian Egyptians.

An oath is 
A solemn or formal appeal to God (or to a deity or something held 
in reverence or regard), in witness of the truth of a statement, or the 

a statement or promise corroborated by such an appeal, or the form 
of words in which such a statement or promise is made. (

 1933: vol. 7, O: 7).
Many oath words and formulas appear in the Bible, the Mishna and 

the Talmud.4 In Jewish tradition there are cases mentioned in the Bible, and 

circumstances (as in court) it is obligatory. Apart from those cases, however, it 
is agreed that oaths should be avoided, and this is also the accepted belief in the 
popular Jewish culture. This objection among Jews to taking oaths and swearing 

will not hold him guiltless that taketh his name in vain. (
repeated in  5: 11 [King James version]).

The attitude toward making vows is similar to the attitude toward taking 
oaths. Although according to the Jewish law and traditions there are cases in which 
taking oaths and making vows are permitted, the attitude that disfavors these acts 
frequently appears in early Hebrew sources as well as in later commentaries 
of the Halacha. A famous and popular book that summarizes the Jewish law 
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that dictates religious and daily behavior, the 5, contains 
a section on vows and oaths, in which it says: “One should avoid making vows 
[...]. One should also avoid taking an oath [...]” (Ganzfried 1961, vol. 2: 51).

However, while in theory people regard taking oaths and swearing as an 
undesirable action, in practice many tend to take oaths and swear, and Egyptian 
Jews are no exception.

During my conversations with Egyptian Jews many of them, following 
the mainstream attitude in Judaism, stated that taking an oath or swearing were 
reprehensible habits. They also claimed that they themselves did not have the 
habit of swearing and refrained from taking oaths. Many said that people should 
not, or that it was better, not to swear, because it was prohibited by the Jewish 

prohibition.
Those Egyptian Jews who claimed that they themselves refrained from 

taking oaths and swearing, said that only “the others”, who were considered 
“simple people”, “uneducated” or “lower class” used to swear. Similar claims 
were done by Muslims and Christians, too (see below, 3.1. and 4.1.).

However, although Egyptian Jews were generally against taking oaths and 
swearing, in fact it seems that these were very common and on a larger scale than 
they were ready to admit. 

As mentioned above, the belief that taking oaths and swearing should be 

 (“without a vow”). The formula  is said when someone makes 

that promise. Anyone who has taken a vow but later on realizes that he cannot 
 (“annulment of vows”), arranged by a rabbi 

or a rabbinic court, or in the shorter form hatará (“annulment”), as in mil
hatará, “I shall do annulment [of the vows]”).

Most Egyptian Judeo-Arabic oath formulas consist of Hebrew components 
combined with Arabic oath particles and words. The most commonly used Arabic 
oath particle is wi (or we wu and wa: “by..., I swear by”)6. Another Arabic 
oath word is  (“by the life of..., I swear by the life of...”). The Hebrew 
oath particle be is similar to the Arabic oath particle bi
to the oath particle wi, but are less common.
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il is also used before words of non-Arabic 

ha is retained, as in the oath 
ha is perceived as part of the succeeding 

 and  (see 
še

š is regarded in Arabic as a “sun letter” and is 
therefore geminated).

The most common and forceful Judeo-Arabic oaths contain words denoting 
the Torah:  (“Torah”) and  (lit.: “book”). In Modern Hebrew the word 

 may refer to any printed book, and also to a Torah scroll written by hand. 
In Egyptian Judeo-Arabic, however, this word refers to the Torah scroll only. 
A very frequent oath is be (“I swear by the truth of the Torah [that 
my words are true]”). The word in the meaning of a Torah scroll written by 
hand, appears in a number of oaths, in both the singular form, (“I swear 
by the Torah scroll”) and the plural, (“I swear by [all] the Torah 
scrolls”). Another version mentions both words,  and :

 (“I swear by the Torah scroll”).
The strongest and most binding oath is (“I swear 

by the Torah scroll of Kol Nidrei”).  in EJA is a distorted version 
of “Kol Nidrei”, the prayer recited on the evening of the Day of Atonement 
(Yóm Kippúr). Most of my informants, though not all, knew that the reference 
was to the Torah scrolls that are taken out of the Holy Ark at the synagogue 
for that prayer. All of them agreed that this was a very strong oath, which 
bound its user to telling the truth. Another version of this oath is 

 (  instead of ). Another reference to this day is the 
formula  (“I swear by the life of the Torah scroll of the 
[Day of] Atonement”).

Some people also swear by the book of Psalms:  (“I swear by 
the book of Psalms”).

Another common oath is (“by the prayer book”). The word 

word
, which Jews use to refer to a scroll of the Torah 

written by hand on parchment. The oath formula is very common in EJA, for 
example:  - “I swear by the prayer book that I have not seen 
him”.
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Moses. A common oath formula is  (“by Moses, I swear by Moses”), or 
 (“by the prophet Moses”).

Rambam, for Rabbenu Moshe ben M
il-

). A common oath formula is  or 
(“by the life of Maimonides”). This formula may also mean: “by the Maimonides 
synagogue” (see below, 2.2.3.). Another way to swear by Maimonides is by using 
his name preceded with the title rab (in Standard Hebrew: rav, “rabbi”7):

informants I also heard the distorted version  instead of .

or rabbis who lived in Egypt: w  (“I swear by 
Rabbi Me al

 or  (“by the life of Rabbi 

d. 1631]”). Swearing by rabbis who have synagogues in their names, may also 
imply swearing by the name of their synagogues (see below, 2.2.3.).

In Jewish tradition there is a practice of taking an oath while holding or 
touching a holy object, such as a printed copy of the Torah. This is called in 
Hebrew  (“take an oath while holding an object”). This 
has been a common practice among Egyptian Jews, too, and there are a number 
of oaths that mention objects of this sort. However, such an oath may be taken 
with reference to a certain object which is in the vicinity of the person taking 
the oath without touching it or even without seeing it. Examples of such oaths 
include the following:

cubes that contain a piece of parchment inscribed with biblical verses and are 
worn by men during the morning prayers. These objects play an important role 
in the life of religious Jews or Jews who keep the traditions of prayers.

A common oath formula is w
2.2.1.). Another example is (“I swear by the drink”). This last 
oath has its origin in the Hebrew blessing , (“[Blessed 
art Thou, Lord, king of the universe], by whose word everything was created”) 
recited before imbibing a drink. This is mostly said when holding a drink, or 

7
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when there is a drink in the vicinity of the person who is pronouncing the oath.
Jews also swear by names of synagogues: wit-turkiyya (“by the Turkish synagogue” 

wil-

 (“by the life of the synagogue of Rabbi 

In addition to the distinctly Judeo-Arabic oath formulas, Jews also swear 
by using common oaths in Egyptian Arabic that are not of an explicitly Islamic 
nature and thus may be easily adopted by Jews. Such oaths are  (“By 
our Lord”),  (“by God”), ma (“by [God’s] grace), 
(“by the soul of my father”), etc. (on these oaths see below, 4.2.).

Egyptian Christians (most of whom are Copts) believe that taking oaths 
and swearing are forbidden by their religion. This belief is based on the following 
verses in Matthew:

throne: Nor by the earth [...]. Neither shalt thou swear by thy head [...]. 
 5: 

34-37 [King James version]).

This is the reason why many Egyptian Christians, instead of swearing 
when trying to convince that they speak the truth, tend to use the phrases 

 (“believe me”), bil-  (“honestly”) and bi  (“by 
God’s trust”). These phrases are typical to Christians, and Muslims have told me 
that they identify people who use them as Christians.

However, although Christians claim that taking oaths and swearing are 
forbidden and therefore they avoid them, they do have their own formulas that 
they use. Like the Jews, most of them claim that such oaths are said by the less 
educated or the lower classes.

As is the case in EJA, in which the oath formulas are connected to the 
Jewish religion and traditions, the Christian oath formulas are likewise connected 
to the Christian religion and traditions. The linguistic background of using oath 
formulas among the Christians, however, is different. Egyptian Christians speak 

is no longer used for any daily purpose (except for some words which have been 
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adopted by Egyptian Arabic and became part of its vocabulary, shared by both 
Christians and Muslims), and is no longer known to the Coptic community. Thus, 
the Christian formulas can be understood by Muslims but are not known to most 
of them, not because of a language barrier, but rather because the Christians use 
these formulas between themselves and only rarely when speaking with Muslims 

formulas could not be understood by most Muslims and Christians because they 
are based on Hebrew components). It should be noted, however, that the word 

 (“saint”, usually written   but pronounced ), used in the Coptic 
language (derived from Syriac), is known to most of the Egyptian Muslims.

The formulas below have been collected from Christians who belong to 
different sects of the Christians in Egypt (mostly Copts), and also from Muslims 
who heard Christians uttering them.

The following expressions (mentioned above, 3.1.), said in order to avoid 
swearing, are very common among Christians: bil-

wi  (“by God’s trust”).

 (“[I swear] by the Great God three times”). 
This formula, similar to a formula said by the Muslims (see below, 4.2.1.), is 
understood by some Egyptians (mostly Muslims) as referring to the Holy Trinity 

interpretation.

 (“by the living 

oath is less frequent:  (“by the body of Christ and 
his blood”).

wil-
Mary is rare, and many Christians claim that this formula does not exist: wil-

 (“by the life of the 
Lady Virgin”). It should be noted that when Muslims refer to Mary they usually 
say

wi umm il-mu  (“by the Savior’s 
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mother”), or umm il-mu  (“by the life of the savior’s mother”). Mary 
is also called 
Christians also swear by this nickname: 

a

generally the intended referent here).

wil-
used in Upper Egypt).

some oath formulas which may be said during (but not only) the days of fasting: 
 (“by 

 (“by my fasting”).

 (“by Saint George”) or  (“by the life of 
 (“by the life of patriarch Cyril”). Cyril 

 (“by the 

a living person, some others admitted that this oath formula did exit.8 In addition 
Copts, especially in the villages, may swear by a saint admired in a certain area.

In addition to their distinct oath formulas Christians, like Jews, also swear 
by using common oaths of Egyptian Arabic that are not of an explicitly Islamic 
nature. Thus, Christians, like Jews and Muslims, may use oath formulas such 
as  (“By our Lord”),  (“by God”) or ma (“by [God’s] 

oaths see above, 2.2.4. and below, 4.2.).

Unlike the frequent use of Muslim oath formulas in literature (see below, 
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4.3.), the use of Christian oath formulas in literature is scarce. The following is 

Muslim girl is swearing by the formula 
4.2.5.), while the Christian man is swearing by the formula wil-  (“by the 
Virgin”). It is taken from  (“Locked Door”), a short story about 
a Christian couple who took in the little daughter of their building’s 
(“doorkeeper”) who passed away, but had to send her out of their home due to the 
pressure of their Muslim neighbors who suspected that they wanted to convert 
the girl to Christianity. At the end of the story, the narrator creates the feeling of 
an ongoing dialogue by just repeating the two different oath formulas:

The girl is out of the apartment, clinging to the shut door, scratching 
it like a cat and crying: Have I made you angry with anything? By the 
Prophet, let me in. Let me in, by the Prophet, “uncle” Moris. Moris’ 

by the Virgin I can’t.
By the Prophet, by the Virgin, by the Prophet. And the door is locked 
and behind each side there is a lonely person in need of the other. (Al-

According to Islam, as revealed by traditions from the mouth of Prophet 
), a Muslim is allowed to swear by God only. Swearing by 

other names or objects is forbidden, and is regarded as širk (idolatry, giving 
associates to God). Muslims, like Jews and Christians, tend to claim that it is 
better not to swear, but in practice they do swear, not by God only but by other 
names and objects, too. There is a large repertory of oath formulas in Egyptian 
Arabic which is used in daily speech and also represented in written literature.
Egyptian Muslims use oaths frequently, and as is usual in other Muslim societies, 

the Prophet, the life of the speaker or those dear to him - people, eyes, etc.9 While 
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in Standard Arabic the particle indicating an oath is wa, in Egyptian Arabic this 
particle may be articulated as wi, wa and wu (see above, 2.2.). The most common 
oaths involving God use the words  (“God”) and 

 (“the Prohphet”) or his epithet,  (“the Chosen One”). The most 

variations to these formulas.

 (“by God”). This formula, sometimes also pronounced walla, is 

 (“[I swear] 
 (“I swear by God”). In this, as 

well as in some other formulas borrowed from Standard Arabic, the standard 
realization of the consonant q as a uvular stop is preserved (as opposed to its 

 (“I swear by 
 (“I swear with a solemn oath”). The latter is often said 

as part of a threat, as in 
 (“I swear with a solemn oath that if you go out of the house 

without permission you’ll not come back again”), or 
(“I swear with a solemn oath that if you don’t do that 

 (“I swear by the Great God”). 
The latter is similar in usage to wi  (“by the glory 

wi

 (“I exhort you by God to stay and eat with 
us”), or  (“I exhort you by God that you 

wirabbi wima a  (“by my 
Lord and what I worship [i.e. God]”), as in wirabbi wima a

wirabb ik-ka ba
(“by the Lord of the Ka ba”). K is often treated as a “sun-letter” in Egyptian 
Arabic, therefore the consonant l

, also 
in the less common version i (“by the Prophet 

wi  (“by 
wi-lli gamma , also in the version 
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gamma  (“by Him who made us meet without an appointment 
[i.e. God]”). This formula is said by people who meet by chance after not seeing 

 (“[I take an oath] by God”), also in the 
less common version  (“[I take an oath] by our Lord”).

 (“by my religion 
a  (“by my religion and what I worship [i.e. 

wa alayya
 (“[I swear that] I shall be deprived of my religion [i.e. will 

telling the truth. Another version is  (lit.: [“I swear that] 
I shall be allowed to have my religion”) said in order to avoid mentioning the 
possibility of leaving Islam, and may also possess a humoristic overtone.

powerful.
wil-qur

Compare the formula  said by the Jews (see above, 2.2.1).

the demonstrative  (“this”) may be added to the oath formula.
wil-qur  (“by this volume [of the 

wil-  (“by the 
atma (or itma) is the recitation of 

wik-ka ba (“by the Ka wik-ka  (“by the honorable 
ka  (“by the houses of our Lord” [i.e. mosques]).

 (“by the messenger 
 (“by the Chosen [i.e. Prophet 

 (“by the life of 
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the Chosen”) and wa
 (“by the prophet who on his grille [at the 

entrance to the Prophet’s tomb] I put my hand”). This is said by people who have 
 or in the umra, the minor 

Another version of the latter is  (“by the prophet whom I have 

 (“by the life of the soul of the prophet”).

When swearing by a certain object, one may hold that object, as is sometimes 

front of the speaker, the demonstratives  or  (“this”) are added to the oath 
ma (“by the grace 

 (“by 
ma 

wa mit 
rabbi  (“by this pure 

 (“by 
 (“by 

awalla
cigarette] or I’ll be burnt by it”), also in the versions 

become like it”). All of these formulas are said while holding a cigarette.

 (“by the life of my 
 (“by the life 

 (“by the 

ummi
illi  (“by the life of those who have procreated you”, i.e. “your parents”).

 (“by my father’s soul: [lit.: “by my father’s compassion, 
ummi  (“by the 

 (“by the soul of 
 (“by the soul of 
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witurbit  (“by the grave of my father”). This 
formula may be said also while mentioning other people, as witurbit
ummak (“by the grave of your father/mother”).

admired by the Muslims in Egypt who may swear by their names and sometimes 
by their ma  (  in Standard Arabic, a burial place):

grand-daughter]). Sayyida Zaynab is the most popular and venerated female 
 (“by the pure and honorable”, i.e. Sayyida 

 (“by the 
 (“by the grave of Sayyida 

in other placed in Egypt, by whose names oaths are taken.

 (“[I exhort 
ummi

ummak (“[I exhort you] by the honor of your mother”). The latter has been often 

wil-
 (“give me your hand [to shake it], I swear 

 (“by 
 (lit.: “by the light of my 

eyes”, i.e. “by my sight”).

 (“[I swear that] I shall divorce [my wife, if so and so does 
not happen]”). Another version is alayya

 (“[I swear that] I shall divorce [my wife] by three [times of 
saying “you are divorced”, if so and so does not happen]”).

The two following formulas also refer to the relation between husband and 
wife:  (“[I swear that] my wife will be forbidden for 
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me”). The version  (lit.: [“I swear that] my wife will be 
allowed to me”) may be said so that this formula will not be valid.

wil-  (lit.: “by the bread and salt [that we have shared]”, i.e. 
wil- išra  (“by the long 

friendship between us”).

Some proverbs and idioms refer to taking oaths. The following two 

the person who takes it is telling the truth: 
(“they told the thief to swear, and he said: you are saved [because it is very easy 

ak gib (“when 
you swear to me I believe you, but when I see what you are doing I wonder 
[because your deeds contradict your oaths]”).

The following formulas refer to the act of taking an oath: 
(“I swore to you by the dear person” [any person who is dear to either the speaker or 

 (“I exhort you by your dear person” [any person 
 (“with what should I swear 

 (“with what should I swear 
to you [so that you’ll believe me]?! 

 (“even if I would swear to you by the water that will 

is: ak (“even 

 (“without swearing”, i.e. “you don’t 
have to swear”), said to someone who is swearing or is about to swear, to show 

 (“I 
(“took an oath”), 

and the version (lit.: “took one hundred oaths”, i.e. “swore many 
illi ma 

(“by the life/the soul of... by whom I never take a false oath”), also in the version 
illi umri ma  that means the same.

 (“by your mother’s cunt” [in threatening or during 
a quarrel, as in  (“by your mother’s cunt I’ll teach 
you a lesson”). Milder versions of this formula are ummak
(“by your mother’s dead [family members]”) and ummak (“by your 
mother’s religion”).
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4.2.16. Oaths in special circumstances
wil-  (“by these joyful days”), said during religious 

Feasts and days: the month of Ragab, the month of Ša

Oaths may be adjusted by some people to certain conditions and 
circumstances, as in the following: illi  (“by the hardship 

 (“by the one who is in my belly [womb]”), said by 
illi bamši  (“by the road on which I am 

going [or driving])”, said mainly by drivers.

Oath formulas said by the Muslims appear frequently in Egyptian literature. 

on the act of swearing. The most common formulas which appear in the literature 
are  (“by God”) and  (“by the Prophet”). Many other formulas 
are also used in Egyptian literature. The following are just a few examples:

 

2008: 97).
"   (“the 

oath that every husband takes: “‘by the honorable God’s grace, I have never 

(“by my father’s soul - he by whose life I swear while he is alive as if he is dead 
Abd al-

  (“by the life of the Prophet 

  (“and he swore three times [by divorcing 
a 2009: 7).

(“you know, my dear, by God, although I don’t have to swear to you, I had a lot 

 (“by my divorce you are not going out of the 

  (“oh Lord, I have 

  (“by the life of the Chosen [Prophet 
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  (“by the honor of the Chosen [the Prophet] 

  (“by my religion, you won’t get out of here in 

As in real life, sometimes oaths are improvised or changed in order to 
adjust them to certain circumstances or to create humor, as in   

Abd al-
from a satirical short story, contains many oath formulas that do not exist in 

referring to events in their lives:

every bread loaf for which I was standing two hours at the bakery so 
that you would taste it. By the life of every liter of kerosine that for you 

By the life of the matriculation examinations that I did for the second 
time for your sake in order to improve my education and from which 
I got crazy imbecility at old age. By the life of each time you exhorted 
me to watch variety programs on television while knowing that I do not 

Members of all three religious communities believe that in all or at least 
most cases taking oaths and making vows are undesirable or forbidden, but in 
practice many of them do swear and use oath formulas in daily life.

All of the Judeo-Arabic oath formulas are connected to the Jewish religion 

Jews only, and consequently are not known and not understood by the non-Jews. 
Karaite Jews share many of the oath formulas pronounced by the Rabbinic Jews, 

thus do not use the formula (“I swear by the phylacteries”), since 
they reject the Rabbinic tradition of putting on the phylacteries. Also, they avoid 
swearing by names of Rabbinic rabbis.
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In general, the Christians (most of whom are Copts) are against taking 
oaths, too, but still use them in daily life. All of their oath formulas are connected 
to religion, but unlike the Hebrew formulas are based on Arabic vocabulary. Still, 
most Egyptian Muslims do not know the Christian formulas, or may know just 
a few of them, because they are said among Christians only. However, since all 
of these oath formulas make use of Arabic vocabulary, Muslims can understand 
them upon hearing them.

Muslims are permitted to swear by God only, and do so very often. Many 
believe that although swearing by God is permitted, this is undesirable and it 
is better not to swear at all. Swearing by anything else, the Prophet included, 
is regarded by Islam as širk - idolatry, giving associates to God, and this was 
mentioned to me many times during my conversations with Muslims. However, 
there are many oath formulas of this sort, some of which are very common and 
used very often, sometimes even automatically and unconsciously.

the Jewish formulas and the Christian formulas are not known (or only partly 
known) to members of the other communities, while most of the Muslim formulas 
are known to all. Some common Muslim oath formulas which are not distinctly 

Muslims, on the other hand, never use Jewish or Christian oath formulas.
Members of the three religious communities also share a strong objection 

to taking oaths and making vows, as well as the practice of taking them in spite 
of their attitude against so doing.

The large variety of Muslim oath formulas in the oral tradition is also widely 
used in Egyptian literature and has become a common element of its style.
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